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have merit. The lies were repeated, thereby becoming "true" to a large segment of the populace. 
For-democracy to function and thrive, the people have to believe that their votes count and that 
the electoral system is fair. This is what "election integrity" should mean, rather than what it has 
become for many: a political statement of "loyalty." This faith in the integrity of our elections 
was damaged. That is the hann. While I do not doubt that this mindset would still prevail even 
ifI didn't play a part in it, I am ashamed and remorseful that I was involved to the extent that I 
was. Had I known then what I know now, I would not have been involved. 

There is a lot more that I didn't know at the time that has come out thr'ough various 
reports and on-record testimony that has informed my perspective. I am disgusted that some 
would resort to illegal activity. Many people on both sides of the 2020 election controversy 
believe it is a black and white issue. However, there can be bad actors on both sides. Even if 
there was sufficient fraud to change the outcome of the 2020 election, that fact still would not 
justify many of the actions taken in the aftermath by people associated with Trump, and those 
actors should rightly be held accountable. The American system and its institutions should never 
be weaponized by any side to achieve their own political ends instead of pursuing truth and 
justice. Every honorable person, and lawyers particularly, should always seek truth and when 
new infonnation comes to our attention, be willing to both change our position and have the 
courage to take responsibility if we were wrong. 

I truly regret my involvement in repeating and advocating statements of fact that were 
false and for misleading the public. I would never lie intentionally, but I also recognize the effect 
my participation had, which is the same. 

Therefore, I will gratefully accept a 3-year suspension in my practice of law as 
consequence for my actions, acknowledging the OARC's rightful authority over the honorable 
profession of law. In doing so, I will hopefully encourage others who may still believe that the 
election was "stolen" to consider changing their position. Everything that has come out since has 
not proven that claim. 

I will continue to stand up for the truth, even when it requires admitting I was wrong. 


